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Author's response to reviews:

Dear Joseph Crossland, assistant Editor JMCR.

Dear Joseph,

Further to your mail dated July 23, all item you indicated are now addressed and included as per requirement.

1) Figures are now uploaded as single files.
2) Section of consent is added after 'Conclusion'
3) Competing interest section is included after the 'Conclusion'
4) In author's contribution section details of each author's contribution are added.
5) In Title words 'A case Series' is added.

Regards,

Dr. Shahid Pervez,
M.B.B.S, DCP (London), Ph.D (Histopath, London); FCPS (Histopath PK),
Professor & Section Head of Histopathology,
Department of Pathology & Microbiology,
Aga Khan University Hospital, Karachi, Pakistan
Email: shahid.pervez@aku.edu
Phone: 92 21 4861554